One Hour Flannel Rag Quilt features Little Ruby by Bonnie & Camille for Moda Fabrics.

Finished size: 34" x 39 ½"
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One Hour Flannel Rag Quilt

Use ½” seams throughout. Seam allowances will be visible on the top of the quilt.

**Little Ruby Strips:**

Layer one Fabric A strip right side up, one Fabric B strip and one Fabric C strip wrong side up.

Quilt Sandwich Unit should measure 7 ½” x 42”.

Make one from every Fabric A strip.

Make seven total.

Trim a Quilt Sandwich Unit to 6 ½” x 34”, cutting through all three layers at once.

Pin the Quilt Sandwich Unit to keep layers from shifting.

Make seven Rag Strip Units total.
**Quilt Center:**
With backing layers facing, assemble two Rag Strip Units. Using a walking foot and a ½" seam, stitch together slowly. Backstitch at the beginning and the end.

---

**Finishing:**
Using a ½" seam, top stitch around all of the edges. Finger press the Rag Strip seams open as you go. Make sure to stop and pivot at the corners.

---

Add the remaining Rag Strip Units. Quilt Center should measure 34" x 39 ½".

---

Cut fringe around the edges of the quilt and into all of the seam allowances. Cut every ½". When cutting, make sure not to cut through your stitches.